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P.O. Box 821, 122 W. Jefferson Street, Viroqua, Wisconsin 54665 
mosa@mosaorganic.org  608.637.2526|phone  608.637.7032|fax 

ORGANIC SEED SEARCH 
Use this form to document your attempts (at least three sources that carry organic seed or planting stock) to source organic seed or planting stock and have it 
available at your annual inspection.   Alternately, if you source your seed or planting stock from catalogs, you may have the catalogs (at least three companies that  
carry organic seed or planting stock) available for your inspector to view.  Name       Year        

Variety & Crop Type Company Date 
Contacted

Describe why nonorganic seed  
or planting stock was purchased. 

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      
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 Name       Year        

Variety & Crop Type Company Date 
Contacted

Describe why nonorganic seed  
or planting stock was purchased. 

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      

            
            

                    Organic unavailable in the appropriate form, quality, or 
      quantity suitable for your operation.     

  Variety preference (specific varietal characteristics)  
      Explain:      
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